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                            A premium provider of Leadership Skills Training in India

                            
                                
                                    Adventure Training Academy is a not for profit initiative. The Academy operates from its training site at Wardha and through a network of adventure centers across the length and breadth of India. .

                                    Founder Directors : Bimla Negi Deoskar , Avinash Deoskar.

                                    The advisory committee is an amalgamation of experts from myriad of professions such as Medicine, Engineering, Education, Adventure Sports, Adventure sports Management, Theater, Defence, Disaster Management, performing
                                        arts and Culture.

                                    Affiliates: Adventure Training Academy affiliation is open for Schools / Colleges and adventure practitioners for Safety and Quality reviews.
Read More
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                                                Jesal Mehta

                                            

                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                           I have learnt that giving up is the easy solution but to be determined & keep fighting till the last moment is the true challenge. In this struggle of life there are many people who knowingly or unknowingly help you, hurt you, make you happy, motivate you. The real deal is to take the best out of each such experience.Everyone faces some or the other problem in one life. The competition is not between the problems of two people .It is how one remains strong throughout the difficult phase.I wanted to go home at so many points during the trek but it would have made me weak in my own eyes.Having faced so many issues. I did not want to remember myself as a quitter. So I realized that self motivation is an essential part of the journey.
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                                             I start with my experience I am really speechless. I have started believing in myself. I know it now that I can do everything I want I will keep learning. There are ups & downs like mountains have but I will still keep walking. There was a point in between the trek when I really wanted to give up because my legs were shivering, breathing fast heart was beating like they never did but I still took a step ahead & that was a time when I realized that it only takes a single step to build a courage to move on. Pains build you when you start loving them.Thanks to this complete team of trek. I am taking with me a complete bag pack of love, happeness, peace , learnings ,people ,fun & experienceslanguage ocean.
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                                        I learnt ow to live life independently without any comforts and working truly hard for own happiness and satisfaction. I now know how to deal with different situations and different people. I learnt whatever we dream, we can achieve.Thanks to this complete team of trek. I am taking with me a complete bag pack of love, happeness, peace , learnings ,people ,fun & experiences language ocean. 
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